CHANGE IS UPON US

Visit us on the Father Judge website

www.fatherjudge.com
Dear Alumni & Friends,

I am very proud to share this Annual Report and Magazine with you because our 2017-18 fundraising results were truly record-breaking. On June 30th, we closed our most successful Crusader Campaign Annual Appeal with an impressive total of more than $724,000. This result was due to the generosity of over 2,100 donors, with some making multiple donations. In addition, tax credit donations exceeded our expectations and totaled an astonishing $629,000. And, our four major events – President’s Challenge Cup, Taste of Northeast Philly, Huck-n-Duck Golf Outing and the Hall of Fame Recognition Dinner – collectively raised more than $280,000. In all, the passionate support of alumni and friends listed in this report provided more than $2.1 million in donations and tuition assistance this year. While these results are extraordinary and among the best of the Archdiocesan high schools, we know that we need to do more for the continued growth of Father Judge.

I took the helm of our storied institution in January 2016 and the last three and a half years have seen growth, excitement, and most importantly a renewed focus on our critical pillars of academic rigor, Christian service, and the development of Salesian Gentlemen. In order for our school to further solidify its position as the flagship for Catholic education in Northeast Philadelphia, I saw the need to develop a bold and comprehensive Strategic Plan for our future, and such an undertaking required great minds. In January 2018, I respectfully asked Don Salmon '72 and Bill Mandia '96 to co-chair the Strategic Planning Committee and to assemble a dynamic team of alumni from varied decades and with diverse skillsets and experiences. I am pleased to report that the Committee recently completed a substantial portion of the plan, including interviewing of community partners, parents, teachers and students; appraising current academic requirements and electives; conducting financial audits; and evaluating campus facilities and buildings.

Upon completion in this coming year, our Strategic Plan will be a living and breathing document whose synergy and success will depend on those willing to support the plan, coupled with the careful commitment and allocation of time and money to implement change and progress. The new Strategic Plan, once approved by the Archdiocese’s Office for Catholic Education, will unveil a diverse academic focus, investments in bricks and mortar, and the addition of career and technical education (CTE) programs in the 2019-20 school year.

The investment of time and talent by the Committee towards the holistic goal of “educating the whole student” is first and foremost in the plan. But, we will also include experiential learning by establishing partnerships with outside organizations that offer us the opportunity to add substance, respect, and value to the “Judge Experience”. These partnerships and their unique deliverables will make a Father Judge diploma all the more desirable and impressive, as our students...
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“ONE’S DESTINATION IS NEVER A PLACE, BUT A NEW WAY OF SEEING THINGS.” –HENRY MILLER
will gain hands-on experience and earn state required certifications and college credits in multiple fields through dual-enrollment programs and internships.

We are proud to be a Catholic and Salesian school in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, as well as a growing neighborhood school that currently draws from nearly 70 different Catholic, public, charter and private elementary schools. Our students travel from as far north as St. Andrew in Newtown and from as far south as St. Laurentis in Fishtown. We continue to cast a wide net geographically and work to recruit students far and wide to ensure the future growth of Father Judge.

In the spirit of “educating the whole student”, we will always be an inclusive school that provides activities, clubs and athletic programs for our young Crusaders. We take great pride in our reputation as a locally and nationally recognized school for college-preparedness, and success in the workforce. Educating our students in the likeness of our patron St. Francis de Sales is at the core of everything we do, which is why we teach the values of good citizenship, community service and brotherhood.

We know that our Salesian identity is what makes Father Judge unique and we want to add more value and provide an even greater product that provides the highest return on investment for our current and future Crusaders and their families. As I have stated at all parent and alumni gatherings, we will continue to stress that every student should have choices, opportunities, and a helping hand to live the spirit of St. Francis de Sales who said “Be who you are and be that well!”

We all know firsthand the good that our institution does for the young men of this region, and I hope we can continue to count on our graduates and supporters to spread the good word about Father Judge High School!

In Salesian Spirit & Crusader Pride,

Brian Patrick King ’97, M.Ed.
President
The Vincentian Society, named for the religious congregation of our school’s namesake, Reverend Thomas A. Judge CM, is a special society that recognizes alumni and friends who have included Father Judge in their estates with a planned gift. The Vincentian Society was established to allow members to make a lasting impact on the future of our great institution with their estate gifts.

Vincentian Society members arrange for planned gifts in a variety of ways, such as a transfer of cash, securities, or other property made through their estate plans. Planned gifts are made to Father Judge by including language in a will or living trust leaving a portion of an estate to the school or by designating Father Judge as a beneficiary of a retirement account or life insurance policy.
On May 9th, more than 350 alumni and friends gathered at the Vie Ballroom in Philadelphia to celebrate the 2018 Hall of Fame Induction and Dinner. Kevin Kilkenny ’70 served as emcee for the evening which honored inductees Charles Calvanese ’62 (Recognized for success in Business), Anthony Cavalier ’74 (Recognized for success in Science), Vincent Lowry ’69 (Recipient of the Crusader Award), Thomas Lynch, Jr. ’66 (Recipient of the Alumni Award), Bro. Michael McGrath, OSFS ’74 (Recognized for his works of Salesian Art) and LTC Charles Schretzman, USA (Ret.) ’84 (Recognized for his Military Service).

Remembering Father Judge with a planned gift helps sustain and strengthen our school for current and future Crusaders. Advantages of joining the Vincentian Society include:
- A bequest costs nothing now, yet provides the satisfaction of knowing an impact has been made on Father Judge for the future.
- Members retain control of and use of their assets during their lifetime.
- Members can modify a bequest if their circumstances change.
- Gifts to Father Judge from an estate are exempt from federal estate taxes.

If you would like more information on the Vincentian Society and how to leave a lasting impact on Father Judge, contact Robin Nolan, Director of the Annual Fund, at rnolan@fatherjudge.com.
HERE’S TO OUR CRUSADERS

Our Athletics Program continues to grow as 560 student-athletes participated in the 2017-18 sports season. Of the 560 student-athletes, 83 were dual-sport athletes and 20 were tri-sport athletes. This is an amazing accomplishment and speaks to the commitment and dedication of our young Crusaders. Other program highlights include 5 Individual State Qualifiers, 6 Individual Philadelphia Catholic League (PCL) Champions and 56 All-Catholic Selections.

The Northeast Times recognized three of our student-athletes – Catholic League Player of the Year (Basketball), Tom Quarry ’18; Catholic League Wrestler of the Year, Caesar Fountain ’19; and Catholic League Player of the Year (Baseball), Chuck Kelley ’18. Chuck was also named the PCL Most Valuable Player. Colin Reilly ’18 finished his stellar swimming career at Father Judge by being named All-American in the 100 Butterfly and 100 Freestyle by the National Interscholastic Swim Coaches Association.

In addition to the accomplishments of our individual athletes, our teams showed great improvement and achieved success. Our Rugby Team finished off a historic season with a runner-up finish at Father Judge’s first-ever State Championship appearance. Upsetting Archbishop Ryan in the semi-final game, our Ice Hockey Team suffered a heartbreaking overtime loss to O’Hara in the PCL championship. Our Baseball Team had an exciting spring and post-season which ended in a semi-final game against La Salle.

For more information on our Athletic programs, contact Jake Serfass, Director of Athletics, at jserfass@fatherjudge.com or 215-338-9494 x1166.
June 7th was a picture-perfect day with a Crusader blue sky. The 187 members of the Class of 2018, family, friends, faculty and administrators joyously gathered under an impressive tent on the track behind school. Archbishop Charles Chaput presided over our school’s 62nd graduation ceremony which paid special tribute to the 50th Anniversary of the Class of 1968.

The Class of 2018 had much to celebrate. Ninety-six students received merit scholarships totaling an impressive $17.8 million with an average award of $157,375. More than 170 of the graduates will continue their education and received acceptances at such institutions as the University of Pennsylvania, Princeton University, Johns Hopkins University, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Fordham University, Clemson University, University of Connecticut, University of Rhode Island, University of Delaware, Villanova University, Virginia Commonwealth University, Hofstra University, Loyola University Chicago, Drexel University, De Sales University and the Pennsylvania State University. Eleven graduates have begun a trade apprenticeship with various local unions. We are also proud to report that 13 graduates have enlisted in the armed forces. Please keep these young men, as well as all of the members of the Class of 2018, in your prayers as they start a new chapter in their lives.

Two members of the Class of 2018 were recognized by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC). Only 32 students across the Archdiocese of Philadelphia received National Merit recognition. Christopher Blank ’18 was named a Semifinalist in the 2018 National Merit Scholarship Program and Thomas Quarry ’18 was named a Commended Student in the 2018 National Merit Scholarship Program.

Approximately 34,000 Commended Students across the United States were recognized for their exceptional academic promise. Commended Students placed among the top 50,000 scorers of more than 1.6 million students who entered the 2018 competition by taking the 2016 Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test. Almost 16,000 semifinalists qualified for the 63rd annual National Merit Scholarship Program. The nationwide pool of Semifinalists represents less than one percent of U.S. high school seniors.

Christopher will be attending Drexel University and Thomas will be attending Johns Hopkins University this Fall. We wish them continued academic success!
DONOR SPOTLIGHT
DAN GERNER ’64

Daniel Francis Gerner, Jr. was born and raised on the 4500 block of Bleigh Street in St. Bernard’s Parish. Dan was the only child of his working-class parents Dan, Sr. and Anne. Dan, Sr. was the Parts Manager for a local car dealership and Anne – all 4’11” of her – was the Store Detective at Lit Brothers at Cottman and Castor Avenues.

Dan inherited his parents’ strong work ethic and during his Sophomore year at Father Judge, he lied about his age (Father Joe has since given him absolution!) to get a job as a Stock Boy at Lit Brothers with his mother’s blessing. Dan worked part-time after school and on weekends at Lit Brothers during his time at Father Judge. While becoming the highest paid Stock Boy at $.95 an hour, Dan also assisted his mother in apprehending shoplifters whenever she announced a special code over the store loud speaker. He recalled, “she would call my number and I would come running.” Dan liked his job at Lit Brothers working alongside his mother (he still has the set of brass knuckles that she kept in her purse) but with graduation from Father Judge upon him and no interest in college, he needed to move on. When Dan told the Store Manager at Lit Brothers that he wanted to leave, he was offered $1.05 an hour to

HUCK-N-DUCK GOLF CLASSIC

It was a sunny day at Philmont Country Club for the 39th Annual Huck-N-Duck on April 23rd. For the first time in the history of the outing, Jim “Duck” McDonald ’64 missed the event due to a “scheduling conflict” created by Mrs. McDonald when she booked a trip to Italy. We missed Duck but our spirits were lifted by surprise guest and Philadelphia Flyers legend Brian Propp. Thanks to all of our golfers and sponsors who made it a great day for Father Judge!
Dan politely declined and he said about the offer, “I knew I could do better.”

The search was quick and Dan landed a job in the Payroll Department of a commercial kitchen manufacturing company. He parlayed that into additional and expanded responsibilities and joined the Purchasing Department where he figured out how to save the company thousands of dollars by making volume purchases. After six months and several changes in management, Dan decided to embark on another job hunt which led him to the pharmaceutical packaging company Packing Coordinators, Inc. (now PCI Pharma Services on Red Lion Road). A Saturday afternoon meeting with the company’s President led to a job offer to become the Quality Control Manager with a salary of $65 a week. Dan accepted the job in 1965 which would ultimately chart the course of his professional career.

After holding various positions and working his way up the corporate ladder, Dan became President of PCI in 1986 and served in that capacity until his retirement in 2000. During his tenure, the company grew from one plant in South Philadelphia to thirteen plants in three countries. He attributes the company’s growth and his professional accomplishments to hard work and commitment. “I just outworked everyone”, he said. Dan credits his success to the work ethic instilled in him at Father Judge as well as his wife Helen’s support as she ran their household and focused on raising their two children.

Now well in to retirement, Dan enjoys spending time with Helen and their two children and four grandchildren and cheering on the Eagles. He is committed to giving back to Father Judge because he believes in the importance of Catholic education and the morals and discipline that goes along with it. Dan provides direct support to students in the form of tuition assistance which has been very rewarding. “I get letters from the boys and their parents and when I read them tears run down my face,” he commented.

Dan’s financial support through the Gerner Family Scholarship Fund is making a tremendous impact on the passionate and hard-working boys of Father Judge; just the kind of boys that make Dan proud to be a Judge Guy. When asked what advice he would give other alumni about supporting Father Judge he said, “give whatever you can to help the boys become Salesian gentlemen.”
Digital media and communications has become an integral part of our fundraising strategy. While we still print and mail to our alumni and friends several times a year, some of our constituents prefer to receive information about Father Judge via social media or email. Many of those same constituents choose to donate to Father Judge using a credit card online instead of mailing a paper check.

We launched three major online appeals last year which garnered fantastic results. The goal for our “Color the Crusader” appeal on Giving Tuesday in November was $19,540 (in honor of the founding year of our school). The one day giving totaled a staggering $30,000. Our “Shade the Shamrock” appeal during St. Patrick’s Day weekend in March surpassed our $17,000 goal and raised $26,000. Donors who made a gift of at least $17 during the St. Patrick’s Day appeal received an FJ shamrock magnet. Finally, when we celebrated our first-ever “Non Excidet Day” (NED) in June our goal was to raise $26,792 (in honor of the total number of graduates). Thanks to the generosity of more than 260 donors, we didn’t falter on “Non Excidet Day” and over $27,000 was raised. Commemorative NED t-shirts were sent to donors who made a gift of $57 or more as a special thank you gift.

In addition to the special appeals, numerous alumni donate online to the Crusader Campaign throughout the year. Online giving to Father Judge has been steadily increasing and last year resulted in record-breaking numbers. More than 900 donors made an online gift last year which totaled $163,000. This is an incredible 117% increase in online donors and an impressive 53% increase in online gifts as compared to 416 online donors and $106,000 in online gifts in 2016-17.

Be on the lookout for our special online appeals in the coming months. In the meantime, remember that you can make an online donation at any time by visiting www.friendsoffatherjudge.com/crusader-campaign. If you would like more information on online giving or how to set up a recurring monthly gift, please contact Robin Nolan, Director of the Annual Fund, at rmolan@fatherjudge.com.

Pennsylvania made history in May of 2001 by becoming the first state to pass a corporate education tax credit. More than 16 years later, the Educational Improvement Tax Credit (EITC) continues to provide companies with a 75% tax credit for donations to a non-profit scholarship or educational improvement organization. The tax credit increases to 90% if the company commits to making the same donation for two consecutive years. Individuals can also receive a tax credit based on their personal tax liability in Pennsylvania via the Scholarship Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) established by BLOCS (Business Leaders Organized for Catholic Schools).

The corporate and individual tax credits enable us to provide critical tuition assistance to our most deserving students. More than $600,000 in tax credit donations was received in the 2017-18 fiscal year which allowed us to help countless families who desperately wanted the Father Judge experience for their son. By simply redirecting mandatory tax dollars, a business or individual can help provide a quality education for young men who otherwise would not be able to afford it.

If you want to make a tremendous impact on our students and their families, contact Robin Nolan, Director of the Annual Fund, at 215-338-9494 x1149 or rmolan@fatherjudge.com to learn more about the tax credit program.

**Testimonials**

“Our firm participates in the EITC program because it’s a great, and cost effective, way to give back. What other program can you direct your state tax dollars to and make a lasting impact? Rather than blindly writing a check to the Department of Revenue, participating in the EITC program allows you to help Judge guys continue to get a great education while receiving a tremendous tax benefit.”

-Dennis Giorno ’90, Malady & Wooten, Inc.

“Participating in the EITC program is a no-brainer. It cost 10 cents on the dollar. I support Father Judge with tax credits because I like to control how my tax dollars are spent rather than letting the state decide. The whole process is so easy, I don’t understand why more guys don’t do it.”

-Charles Seravalli ’66, Seravalli Inc.

“When discussing our options with my Partner, we determined that the EITC program would be a great fit for us. The BLOCS representative made the process easy and gave us in-depth details of the process in a clear and concise way. I would encourage everyone to participate in the tax credit program. Streamline Payroll has found it to be our most effective way in supporting Father Judge High School.”

-Brian Tierney ’78, Streamline Payroll, LLC

“I’ve always supported Father Judge’s various campaigns and the tax credit program is a way to give back more efficiently and make sure my tax dollars are being directed toward things I care about like Father Judge as opposed to a politician’s whim. I strongly encourage alumni to participate. It allows you to easily redirect a portion of your tax dollars to Father Judge with little cost to you.”

-Larry Berran ’89, iPipeline
THANK YOU TO OUR SALESIAN BROTHERS!

We are honored to have the continued support of the Northeast Catholic Alumni Association and Norphans. During the 2017-18 school year, the Northeast Catholic Alumni Association provided $13,500 and the Norphans provided $5,000 in scholarships and grants to our young Crusaders. The student recipients of this generosity posed proudly in front of the North Catholic Wall of Honor. Thank you to the Northeast Catholic Alumni Association and Norphans, our Salesian brothers, for their support of Catholic education!

RECORD-SETTING CONNELLY AWARDS

The future is bright for the Class of 2022! Sixteen (the largest group of boys in any Archdiocesan high school) members of our incoming freshmen class have received Josephine C. Connelly Achievement Awards. The Connelly Awards, which include a four-year tuition grant, are given to students who demonstrate the value of Catholic education and strive to achieve their fullest academic potential. Our President, Brian Patrick King ’97, celebrated with 14 of our 16 Connelly Awardees in April. We are proud of these young Crusaders!

REMEMBERING THE DORCHESTER: A CRUSADER COLLABORATION

Father Judge was the only Philadelphia high school represented at the Pennsylvania Association for Education Communications and Technology (PAECT) Student Showcase in Harrisburg in April. Our students, joined by faculty members, Mr. Gutzler, Ms. Harrigan, Mr. Fiocco, and State Representative Mike Driscoll, presented their 3D model of the USS Dorchester. The USS Dorchester was the naval transport ship that sunk and became the basis for the infamous story of “The Four Chaplains”. The project incorporated STEM, engineering design and 3D printing and was a collaboration of Art and Physics classes with assistance from Engineering students.

THE JAMES R. SCHEIBLEIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Karen Daley Scheiblein established The James R. Scheiblein ’65 Memorial Scholarship and Vietnam Memorial Senior Service Scholarship in memory of her husband Jim. Mrs. Scheiblein and Brian Patrick King ’97 presented the scholarship awards on February 1, 2018 during a ceremony in the Oblate Chapel.

Jim was a Vietnam Veteran and his classmates are among “Our 27”. The last place Jim visited before he passed away in 2016 was the Vietnam Memorial at Father Judge. Mrs. Scheiblein established the scholarships in Jim’s memory to honor his service to our country and commemorate his love for his alma mater. God bless you, Mrs. Scheiblein, for your kindness and generosity.
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Since our founding in 1954, the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales have been a strong and spiritual presence at our school. Dozens of our graduates were so greatly impacted by the Oblates that they entered vocation life. Four of these graduates have taken on leadership roles for the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales.

Most Reverend Barry Strong, OSFS ’73 was named Superior General of the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales in July. In this role, Father Barry will lead the Oblates internationally as they spread the spirit of St. Francis de Sales through teaching, parish work, chaplaincies, and counseling. After being ordained in 1984, Father Barry’s ministries included Faculty/Dean of Students, De Sales School of Theology; Formation Person, Bishop Ireton High School; Parochial Vicar, Immaculate Conception; Pastor, Immaculate Conception, St. Ann; Director of Province Administration; Assistant Superior General; General Councilor of the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales – Assistant General; and Director of Province Administration – Wilmington/Philadelphia Province.

Reverend James Greenfield, OSFS ’79 was installed as the fourth President of DeSales University in April. As President, Father Jim will lead the DeSales community which includes a vibrant campus filled with more than 3,000 students as well as 18,000 alumni around the world. Father Jim was ordained in 1990 and his ministries have included Vocation Director; Chaplain, George Washington University; Director of Postulants; Assistant Provincial; and Provincial.

Brother Dan Wisniewski, OSFS ’91 was named Provost of DeSales University in August. In his role as the Chief Academic Officer, Brother Dan will oversee all academic programming, supervise the faculty, and ensure the quality of instruction, learning, and technological integration. Brother Dan took his final vows in 2000 and his
ministries have included Faculty, Northeast Catholic High School and DeSales University; Provincial Councilor for the Wilmington/Philadelphia Province; and Assistant Professor of Mathematics, DeSales University.

Reverend Kevin Nadolski, OSFS ’85 was named Vice President for Mission at DeSales University in July. As Vice President, Father Kevin will lead the efforts to ensure that the Catholic Salesian mission is advanced throughout the University, including programming that involves academics, student life, alumni and external relations, and personnel matters. Father Kevin was ordained in 1997 and his ministries have included Teacher and Principal, Bishop Ireton H.S.; Teacher and Asst. Principal, Salesianum School; Director of Vocations; Director of Formation; and Director of Communications and Development.

We are so proud of these Salesian gentlemen and we pray that they will always be who they are and be that well!

---

Our 2018 Salesian Seven – Paul Coates ’18, Joseph Knuttel ’18, Aaron Talabis ’18, Sean-Patrick Evans ’18, Bobby Gaczhias ’18, Chris Hunter ’18 and Mike Fehrle ’18 – were recognized during a school Mass celebrating the Feast Day of St. Francis de Sales in January. These young Crusaders were selected because they represent the seven Salesian virtues – respect yourself and others, recognize your talents, be patient, be gentle, be grateful, be positive and be confident. We are proud of these Salesian gentlemen who emulate the “be who you are and be that well” spirit of our patron St. Francis de Sales.
Launched in 2017, the Class Captain program works to improve communication with our alumni. Our goal is simple: ensure that a representative from each class serves as an intermediary between their classmates and the school. Class Captains provide updates on school news and events, class reunions and other items of interest to their class. Alumni can also provide updates and ideas to their Class Captain which will be shared with the school. If you want to get involved at Father Judge but your time is limited, the Class Captain program is for you! For more information, contact Kevin Huckel ’99, Director of Alumni Relations, at khuckel@fatherjudge.com, or one of the Captains listed here.

1957
Joseph Simon
joseph.simon@verizon.net

1958
Jerry Scalley
jscalley7@aol.com

1959
Chris Uzelmeier
uzel106@consolidated.net

1960
Captain needed

1961
Captain needed

1962
Charles Boland
charlesboland@comcast.net

Dennis Morgan
dennis.morgan1944@yahoo.com

1963
Steve Kozakowski ’63
kozvett@comcast.net

1964
Dan Cistone
daniel.cistone@verizon.net

1965
Gerald Bonino
gast151@comcast.net

John Devlin
devlingroup@msn.com

Francis McDonald
franirish@verizon.net

1966
Frederick Brodzinski
fbrodzinski@ccny.cuny.edu

Joseph Golden
bolabeg@aol.com

Charles Huckel
chuckel@fatherjudge.com

Frank LaForgia
la4shore@gmail.com

1967
Captain needed

1968
Pat Cummings
pcummings@hotmail.com

Michael Buck
mbuck6096@comcast.net

1969
William Weaver
bweaverfly69@gmail.com

1970
Kevin Kikenney
kki3406@aol.com

1971
Captain needed

1972
Dennis McCrossen
dennismccrossen@gmail.com

1973
John Krakowiak
jkrakowiak@comcast.net

1974
Bill Burg
williamburg@comcast.net

1975
Pat McNeny
pmcaneny2@verizon.net

Leonard Garza
leo@e-premier.com

1976
Robert Montgomery
robantmegina@verizon.net

1977
Lawrence Brett
arizwriter@aol.com

1978
Raymond Poplas
raypop2112@comcast.net

1979
James Boligitz
jimboligitz@comcast.net

1980
Chris Costello ’80
cchris101u@gmail.com

1981
John Adamson
popadamson@icloud.com

1982
Captain needed

1983
Captain needed

1984
Captain needed

1985
Ernie Gallagher
eandksportswear@gmail.com

1986
Michael O’Grady
Mikey335@gmail.com

1987
Michael Huff
Mike.Huff@davita.com

1988
Mike Campellone
mcampellone@fatherjudge.com

1989
David Stauffer
dstauf72@yahoo.com

1990
Joseph Perri
primoperrr@msn.com

Michael Smith
msmith3502@comcast.net

1991
Kevin Schultz
kevin@afcfitness.com

1992
Stephen Clark
schc276@verizon.net

1993
Rick Camillo
builderscorp.20@gmail.com

Peter Conicelli
ptrc430@aol.com

1994
Mark Bennis
mbennis20@verizon.net

1995
Salvatore Merlino
samelerlino@gmail.com

1996
Charles Mellon
officermellon@yahoo.com

1997
Brian King
bking@fatherjudge.com

1998
Captain needed

1999
Kevin Huckel
khuckel@fatherjudge.com

2000
Edward Pachell
edward@flyingbronco.io

2001
Patrick Hampson
patrickhampson52@yahoo.com

Steve Harrell
steve.j.harrell@gmail.com

2002
Ryan Nase
ryananae@gmail.com

2003
Matt Mokan
Matt_Mokan@comcastspectacor.com

2004
Matt Kocher
koch.mattj@gmail.com

2005
Brian Hampson
bhamp45@gmail.com

2006
Tim Dooley
timothybdooley@gmail.com

2007
Douglas Ulrich
dwulrich22@gmail.com

Joe Grimes
jjg5154@gmail.com

2008
Michael Prendergast
mprendergast1151@gmail.com

2009
Shane Doughterty
shanedoc78@yahoo.com

2010
Kevin Branigan
kbranigan13@gmail.com

2011
William Loughlin
wloughlin@fatherjudge.com

2012
Captain needed

2013
Matt Matwieczyk
tweeze06@gmail.com

2014
Tom Bayer
tbayer@financialguide.com

Zach Elliott
zelliottholyfamily.edu

2015
Joe Fitzgerald
tuf95510@temple.edu

Brendan O’Grady
brendanogrady@outlook.com

Greg Van Buskirk
gregvb@temple.edu

2016
Captain needed

2017
Captain needed

2018
Captain needed
Our students were humbled to march in the 3rd Annual Philadelphia Veterans Parade. The parade, held on November 5th, honored the sacrifices of veterans in the tri-state region. Our young Crusaders proudly carried the school banner along with a banner listing the names of “Our 27”.

MEET OUR NEW PRINCIPAL

Mr. Peter Chapla was appointed principal on June 4, 2018. He received his undergraduate degree from the Pennsylvania State University and a Master’s Degree in Secondary Education, as well as a Superintendent Letter of Eligibility from the University of Scranton. He is an Ed.D. candidate at Immaculata University. Mr. Chapla is a Persian Gulf War veteran who served as an infantry officer in the United States Marine Corps for more than a decade. He comes to our school with over 16 years of administrative experience in the education field as a middle school and high school principal, and an assistant superintendent.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF GIVING

JULY 1, 2017 to JUNE 30, 2018

THE FRIENDS OF FATHER JUDGE HIGH SCHOOL, INC.

FUNDRAISING RESULTS

- Crusader Campaign: $724,462
- Tuition Assistance/Scholarships: $1,626,073
- Events: $280,540

Total Amount: $2,631,075

CRUSADER CAMPAIGN

- Father Thomas Judge Society: $236,090
- Father Louis Brisson Society: $84,225
- St. Francis de Sales Club: $51,774
- President’s Club: $119,953
- Principal’s Club: $54,881
- Crusader Club: $137,933
- Red & Blue Club: $39,606

Total Amount: $724,462

TUITION ASSISTANCE & SCHOLARSHIPS

- Scholarships/Grants: $993,757
- EITC/OSTC: $629,766
- Campellone Endowment: $2,550

Total Amount: $1,626,073

EVENTS

- A Taste of Northeast Philly: $17,750
- President’s Challenge Cup: $131,220
- Huck-N-Duck Golf Classic: $42,870
- Hall of Fame Induction: $88,700

Total Amount: $280,540

FINANCIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

- Tuition Assistance/Scholarships: $1,626,073
- Campus Improvements: $307,205
- New Programs and Academic Offerings: $623,722
- Added to Endowment: $74,075

Total Amount: $2,631,075
THANK YOU!

MOST FUNDS RAISED

$135,902
CLASS OF 1964

$53,807
CLASS OF 1965

$29,823
CLASS OF 1957

$29,648
CLASS OF 1975

$28,396
CLASS OF 1968

HIGHEST PARTICIPATION RATE

CLASS OF 1960: 23%
CLASS OF 1957: 24%
CLASS OF 1965: 28%
CLASS OF 1967: 30%
CLASS OF 1968: 40%

AVERAGE ALUMNI GIFT MADE TO FJ

$338.40

HIGHEST AVERAGE GIFT

1. CLASS OF 1964
2. CLASS OF 1985
3. CLASS OF 1981
4. CLASS OF 1979
5. CLASS OF 1984

MOST DONORS

CLASS OF 1965: 97
CLASS OF 1968: 87
CLASS OF 1967: 83
CLASS OF 1964: 80
CLASS OF 1966: 70

THANK YOU!
Father Judge High School has established named giving levels for the Crusader Campaign. This listing presents class years and the giving levels within each class year, followed by Friends and Businesses. The Crusader Campaign list continues with individual gifts In Honor Of... or, In Memory Of... The giving levels are: The Father Thomas Judge Society ($10,000+), Father Louis Brisson Society ($5,000 - $9,999), St. Francis De Sales Club ($2,500 - $4,999), President’s Club ($1,000 - $2,499), Principal’s Club ($500 - $999), Crusader Club ($100 - $499), Red & Blue Club (gifts up to $100).

### CLASS OF 1957
**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**  
Contributions of $10,000+  
- John Pahutski  
- Francis Papotto  
- Joseph Petner  
- Francis Pfeiffer  
- William Pinkstone  
- Joseph Richardson  
- Gerard Ryan  
- William Schmidt  
- Louis Schultz  
- John Scott  
- Richard Sender  
- Gerald Smith  
- Joseph Steinhauser  
- Eugene Vandiver  
- James Weikel

**ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB**  
Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999  
- Lawrence Keesey  
- James McShea  
- William Hindman Jr.  
- Joseph Krisiunas  
- Frank Legacki  
- Paul MacHenry  
- James McKee  
- Hugh Reid  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499  
- John Carroll  
- Joseph Curry  
- Ronald Debnam  
- Francis Dollarton  
- Charles Garuffe  
- Thomas Haney  
- Edward Hughes  
- Aloysius Kafel Jr.  
- Thomas Klein Jr.  
- James Kuhn  
- Richard Ludwig  
- Francis McAdams  
- Robert McKenna  
- Charles McKeough  
- William Montgomery  
- James Morriess  
- Francis Mortimer  
- Charles Robb III  
- Dr. Joseph Schwartz  
- Joseph Simon  
- Joseph Smyth  
- John Snyder  
- Austin Zuerlein  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
Contributions of $1 - $99  
- Joseph Wagner Jr.  

---

### CLASS OF 1958
**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499  
- Eugene Szamborski  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
Contributions of $100 - $499  
- Joseph Beck  
- Raymond Citeroni  
- Michael Daly  
- John De Angelis  
- George Dodelin  
- Richard Hamlpe  
- Thomas Lindemuth  
- Edward McCaney  
- Alexander McElroy  
- William Minich  
- Gerald Montgomery  
- William Moore  
- James Muldowney  
- Gerald O’Connell  
- Michael Regan  
- Richard Sambenedetto  
- Gerald Scalley  
- Gerald Schickling  
- Coll(Ret) Werner Schmidt Jr.  
- Joseph Wagner Jr.  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
Contributions of $1 - $99  
- James Alesi  
- George Beisel  
- Christopher Carey Jr.  
- Christopher Di Scililo  
- Gerald Dieckhaus Sr.  
- Francis Flicker  
- Francis Gindhart  
- Albert Gonce  
- John Graff  
- Joseph Graham  
- Victor Heckmaniski  
- Herbert Johns  
- John Kellett  
- Daniel McCartin

---

### CLASS OF 1959
**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**  
Contributions of $10,000+  
- Edward Hamill  
- William Mitchell  

**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**  
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999  
- Thomas Nowakowski  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499  
- Hugh Walsh  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
Contributions of $100 - $499  
- Daniel Campbell  
- Francis Coleman  
- James Creighton  
- Dennis Cribben  
- Joseph Daniel  
- John Guiniven PhD  
- Francis Hueber  
- Edward Kelleher Jr.  
- Joseph Kelly  
- John Lafferty  
- Raymond Lloyd  
- James McGinnis  
- John McGinley  

---

### CLASS OF 1960
**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**  
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999  
- Gerald Manna  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499  
- Timothy Cleary  
- Joseph Donnelly  
- John Ginley  
- James McGrath  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
Contributions of $500 - $999  
- Francis Curran  
- Peter Naccarato  
- John Polesenberg  
- Michael Sullivan  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
Contributions of $100 - $499  
- Michael Accetta Jr.  
- William Brady  
- Thomas Chancler  
- William Cleary Jr.  
- John Curlett  
- C. Michael Davis  
- John Day  
- Robert Devlin  
- Robert Dillon  
- James Fluehr  
- Daniel Gallagher  
- James Gaughan  
- Thomas Goehl  
- Bernard Heremly  
- Louis Iatarola  
- Matthew Iller
Kenneth Brownell
Joseph McAttee
William Sawyer

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Walter Beard Jr.
Mark Bernhardt
William Ciliberti
John Clarke
Cmndr. Joseph Conway USN(R)

Red & Blue Club
Contributions of $1 - $99

Paul Sabatino
Frank Rooney Jr.
Norman Rodowicz
Joseph Polovoy
Lawrence Philyaw
John Peacher Jr.
Anthony Nucera
Thomas McVey
William McDonnell
Frederick Maier
John Kane
Leonard Indelicato

Contributions of $100 - $499

Leon Rominiecki
Patrick Rutledge
Robert Sigmund
William Steel
James Sullivan
Walter Teesdale
William Wiegand
Thomas Yuengling

Red & Blue Club
Contributions of $1 - $99

Michael Armstrong
Gerald Bonino
Arthur Cain Jr.
Robert Cianflone
William Clark
Michael Conway
Robert Dalton
William Davenport
Ronald Di Sabatino Sr.
Louis Dornbach
Dennis Doyle
Robert Dzumaga
Thomas Gallagher
Richard Garbacki
Michael Gennaro Jr.
Charles Glinta PhD
Richard Gore
Donald Guy Jr.
Michael Hulm Sr.
James Kirlin Jr.
Frederick Kwiatkowski
James Lannigan
Frank Leis
Timothy Madden
Frank Magee
Michael Masny
Joseph McCurry Jr.
Thomas McGuigan MD
James McKenna
Joseph Mitchell
Edward Mockapetris
George Moore Jr.
Richard Mueller RTN
William Murphy
Philip Muscarnero
Thomas O'Shea
Edward Sankowski
Guy Sava
Philip Shire
Francis Slavin
Michael Starcic Sr.
Nicholas Uliano Ed.D.
Louis Volpe

CLASS OF 1965
FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY
Contributions of $10,000+
Richard Sasin

FATHER LOUIS BRISON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
Vincent Wolanin

President's Club
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
George Diehl Jr.
Paul Gontarek Esq.
Kenneth Rudzinski
John Salwach

Principal's Club
Contributions of $500 - $999
Thomas Rafferty
James Serfass
Francis Shields

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
James Altmari
Robert Angelucci
Francis Bauer
Richard Budd
Anthony Casile
Paul Charlton
Gerald Christie
Frank Cremen Esq.
John Crussard
William Davis
John Delaney
Joseph Dougherty
Frank Dunn Jr.
Dr. John Fanelly
Thomas Fenerty
Joseph Frattone
Richard Gasko
Michael Gorman
Russell Greway
James Grugan Sr.
Robert Jaskowiak
Francis Jastrzemski
Dennis Kee
Joseph Knotwell
Gary Lehman
Deacon Charles Lindsay
Gary Manzi
Ronald Marpie
Dennis McCloskey
Joseph McDevitt
Frank McDonald
Joseph McDevitt
John McCann
William McKenty
Rev. Thomas Murphy OSFS
Jan Ostrowski
William Reardon

CLASS OF 1966
FATHER LOUIS BRISON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
William Launderbach
Steve Marinucci
Charles Seravalli Jr.

President's Club
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Michael Diorka Ed.D.
Thomas Fenerty
Charles Hukel Sr.
Samuel King
William Mostell

Principal's Club
Contributions of $500 - $999

Robert Alston
Bernard Booth
Henry Bucci
Joseph Carrello
Edward Conn
Joseph Costello
Brian Cunniff
Francis Dylewski
John Flis
John Flood
Richard Galasso
Richard Gatt
Joseph Glica
Eugene Kelly
Edward Kozakowski MD
Edward Krystopowicz
Frank LaForgia
Joseph Laskowski
Frederick Link
Thomas Lynch Jr.
Patrick Lyons
Robert Magdziak
James McGinley
Patrick Mullin
Daniel Murphy
Robert Mursch
Patrick O’Neill
Thomas Quinn
John Rafa
Charles Smink
Raymond Sokolowski
John Stengel
Michael Sullivan
Justin Sweeney
Andrew Wisniewski

Red & Blue Club
Contributions of $1 - $99

William Binnig
Joseph Brennan
Edward Costello
Robert Davenport
Jules De Cruz
William Foley
Allen Gerard
Joseph Golden
William Green
Vincent Haugh Jr.
Louis Heim
Edward Hueber
William Jesberger
Robert Lakata
Raymond Lambert
Gregory LeCerff
Anthony McGovern
Paul Miller
Edward Pevdo
Bernard Rayca
John Rech
Frank Reis
John Riley
Joseph Ryan
Edward Thomas
Ronald Vitale
Joseph Wierzbicki
**CLASS OF 1970**

**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**
Contributions of $10,000+
- Thomas McGovian

**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
- Michael Hammond
- Kevin Kilkenny

**ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB**
Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999
- Michael Woods
- Thomas Vokes Jr.
- George Rapp CPA
- Robert Ramsey
- Stephen Overline
- Timothy Moore
- James Krimm
- Robert Kissell
- William Kennedy
- R. Gary Kemery
- William Kennedy
- Robert Kissell
- John Kneib
- James Krimm
- Brian Manzi
- James McNichol CPA
- Timothy Moore
- Stephen Overline
- Francis Plunkett
- Robert Ramsey
- George Rapp CPA
- Thomas Vokes Jr.
- Michael Woods

**RED & BLUE CLUB**
Contributions of $1 - $99
- Michael McAnally
- William McKinney
- William McLaughlin
- Thomas Mee
- Dennis Oates
- Bernard O’Kane
- Thomas Senior
- Paul Slaboda
- John Smink
- Thomas Teitman
- Thomas Vander Neut

**CLASS OF 1971**

**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
- Louis Guarrieri Jr.

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
- Robert Knauss
- Kenneth Schafer
- Thomas Smyth CPA
- Thomas Whalen DO

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**
Contributions of $500 - $999
- Laurence Drabyak
- Edward Gulba
- Kevin Malloy PhD
- Bernard McCullagh
- John McDevitt
- Martin Walsh

**CRUSADER CLUB**
Contributions of $100 - $499
- William Behm
- Dennis Budd
- Frederick Cantz Jr. CPA
- Dr. John O’Ascenzo
- Albert Delia Jr.
- Patrick Dugan
- Thomas Dumas
- Matthew Fanning
- Stephen George
- Vincent Gwiazdowski
- Rev. Timothy Judge M Div
- John Kears
- Joseph Kelly
- James Lynn
- John Maggioncalda
- William McKeever
- Francis McKelvey
- Bernard McLaughlin
- Francis Murphy
- Bernard Murray
- Thomas Nicholas
- James O’Malley
- Michael Pilla Jr.
- Anthony Porrazza Jr.
- Robert Reice
- John Robbins
- Michael Scherneck
- William Schmid Sr.
- Joseph Smith

**RED & BLUE CLUB**
Contributions of $1 - $99
- Ernest Bococo
- Anthony Del Colombo
- James Farrell
- Richard Findley Jr.
- Timothy Gardiner

**CLASS OF 1972**

**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**
Contributions of $10,000+
- Donald Salmon

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**
Contributions of $500 - $999
- Jude Fanning
- Robert Gwiazdowski
- Edward Pokrywka

**CRUSADER CLUB**
Contributions of $100 - $499
- William Carolan
- William Cassidy
- William Christiansen
- Brad Christy
- Matthew Cronin
- Richard Fetters
- Hugh Gallagher
- John Gallagher
- James Gore
- Hugh Hamill
- Daniel Healy III
- James Heuser
- Gary Ingersoll
- Joseph Kearns
- Charles Liddell
- James McAnulty
- Dennis McCrossen
- John McDevitt
- Matthew MacDonald
- Daniel McKenna
- Michael Myers
- Edward Osiecki
- Joseph Reinhart
- Robert Sciblo
- Raymond Tarnowski
- James Tomlinson

**RED & BLUE CLUB**
Contributions of $1 - $99
- John Adelsberger
- John Boback
- Thomas Bossert Jr.
- Walter Brzycki
- Francis Byrne Jr.
- Robert Cimorelli
- John Collier
- John Coombs
- Andrew Cymerman
- Dennis Deeney
- Edward Donahue Jr.
- James Eckles
- James Fehrle
- John Garvin III
- Anthony Hagan
- James Haviland

**CLASS OF 1973**

**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**
Contributions of $10,000+
- Tony Ricci

**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
- John Krol

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**
Contributions of $500 - $999
- Terence Delaney
- Daniel Egan
- John Fleming
- Edward Lloyd
- Joseph Nadolski
- Peter Sandusky

**CRUSADER CLUB**
Contributions of $100 - $499
- Rev. William Chiriaco
- William Clark Jr.
- James Colahan
- Rev. Thomas Curran SJ
- Thomas Donnelly
- Joseph Dougherty
- John Foley
- James Glessner
- Kevin Huckel
- Mark Knebel
- John Krakowiak
- Michael Le Dent
- John McHenry III
- John McShea
- Edward Nisley
- Edward O’Hanlon
- Ronald Pawlak
- Daniel Schanz
- William Schule
- Rev. Barry Strong OSFS
- James Sutliff
- Michael Venditti
- Dr. Joseph Walls
- Mark Ward
- Richard Wismer

**RED & BLUE CLUB**
Contributions of $1 - $99
- Michael Baker CPA
- Michael Beck
- Gerard Boone
- John Della Penna
- Gerald Ellis
- George Holland
CLASS OF 1974

FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
Michael Adams
Joseph Ashdale
William Burg

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB
Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999
Wallace Nowicke III

PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Dr. John Scanlon

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Anthony Cavalier

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Carl Altolia
Joseph Ashdale
Michael Beukers Sr.
Edward Brady
Timothy Dudek
Thomas Fair
John Fitzpatrick
Stephen Guarreri
Albert Jaskel
John King
Robert Krouchick CPA
William Matysik
Anthony Monico
Rev. Robert Mulligan OSFS
Michael Newell
Charles Pappler
Kevin Quaintance
William Quinn
James Redican
Robert Smith
Donald Smullen
Joseph Verdi
Robert Verrelee
Charles Ball

CLASS OF 1975

FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
John Carroll
Joseph Muffler
William St. Clair CPA

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB
Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999
Santo Cannone
Dr. Thomas Dobbins
Paul Gallagher

PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Peter DeAngelis

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Louis Battagliese Jr.
John Bonner Jr.
Thomas Dearing
Brian Hannah MD

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Mark Bauer
John Bolger
Anthony Catanzano
Thomas Cudo
Albert Di Felice
Francis Hennessy Sr.
Michael Hudek
Vincent Hughes
Robert Le Pera
Stanley Maminski
Robert McCarthy
E. Kevin McCauley
John McDonald
Michael Moscufo Jr.
Nicholas Patras
Richard Ponticello
Joseph Proundor
Stephen Roedell
Thomas Ryan
Joseph Sevick Jr.
Dennis Taylor
Francis Thorpe Jr.
Ronald Zaleski

CLASS OF 1976

FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY
Contributions of $10,000+
Charles Murray

PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Charles Machion
John Minnich

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
James Corbley
Stephen Moore Esq.
Robert Sommers

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Joseph Arcidiacono
Gerald Baioni
Christopher Cocci
Dennis Coleman
Steven Daino
Patrick Donnelly
John Faford
Edward Fedeli
Vincent Giarrocco
Michael Hall
Joseph Kamnik Jr.
Francis Maxwell
Gerald McCaffrey
Kevin McLaughlin
Dale Michalak
Edward Molloy
Robert Montgomery
John Nucero
Kevin O’Dare
John Proietta
Daniel Reustle
John Santoro
William Schilling
John Schrader
Joseph Solimeo CPA
Richard Sweeney
Robert Townsend
H. Michael Vokes
Robert Wals

CLASS OF 1977

FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY
Contributions of $10,000+
Alfred Altmari
Francis McGarvey Jr.

PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Class of 1977 Reunion
Leo Dignam

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Joseph Arcangelo
Joseph Cammarota
James Kling
Michael Maio
George Pinel

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Robert Armstrong
Christopher Bock
James Boone Sr.
Joseph Camm
Frank Ciurlino
Michael Cocchane
Henry Conicelli
Harry Crane
Ralph Guarreri
Michael Hughes
JosephJohnson Jr.
John Kain
John Karustis
Michael Kiska
Thomas Kowalski
David Maimone
Denis McBride
David Murawski
Robert Sawyer
Timothy Shortall
Robert Sullivan Jr.
Joseph Suter
Julius Zaccone
**CLASS OF 1983**  
**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
John McBryan  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Mark Arcidiacono  
William Bell III  
Joseph Breslin  
Timothy Duffy  
Matthew Flicker  
Robert Heck Jr.  
Joseph Hondros  
Thomas Juszkak  
Joseph Norris  
Timothy Price  
Brian Reidy  
Paul Sarkissian  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1 - $99**  
Paul Campagna  
James Casey Jr.  
Domenic Galie  
Kenneth Magrann  
Michael McCloskey  
Thomas McHugh  
Joseph Melnichuk  
James Moore  
Michael O’Farrell  
Mario Oliveti  
Michael O’Neill  
Robert Umile  
James Wade  

**CLASS OF 1984**  
**ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB**  
**Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999**  
Robert Karalius  
Joseph Krisciunas  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
Paul Lemmo  
James McCormick  
William McMonagle  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $500 - $999**  
Daniel Cassidy  
Robert Giammaruti  
James Wojnar  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Stephen Aichele  
Robert Apple  
Thomas Binczewski  
James Boyer  

**CLASS OF 1985**  
**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**  
**Contributions of $10,000+**  
Brian Dulin  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
Harry Fisher  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $500 - $999**  
Mark McLaughlin  
David Waskiewicz  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Joseph Bucci  
Salvatore Dragone  
Andrew Drobonick  
Stephen Gesner CPA  
John Marlow  
William Maronski Jr.  
Nicholas McCormick  
Robert Mulville  
Christopher O’Shaughnessy  
Glenn Shreffler  
Daniel Starrs  
George Wagner  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1 - $99**  
Gregory Del Colombo  
Robert Johnson  
Vincent Tucci  

**CLASS OF 1986**  
**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
John Tate  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $500 - $999**  
Christopher Jahn  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Christopher Creelman  
James Hanlon Jr.  
John Hannah  
Christopher Maloney  
Michael Purcell  
Gary Shanahan  
Stephen Sykes  

**CLASS OF 1987**  
**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**  
**Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999**  
Joseph Volpe  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
Joseph Buck  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $500 - $999**  
Joseph Cawley  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Michael Buchheit  
Michael Bukowski  
John Colosimo Jr.  
David Fuller  
Brian Henes  
Stephen McManus MD  
Michael Metzger  
Robert Ream  
Russell Stickler III  
Albert Turano  
Brian Turner  
David Wyszynski  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1 - $99**  
Anthony Capecci  
William Dooley  
John Harrington  
Francis McCafferty  
Thomas McKeever  
Kevin McNicholas  
James McShea  
Kenneth Michvech  
Randall Nase Jr.  
Anthony Prosperi  
Joseph Surina  
Daniel Toth  
Peter Volkmar  

**CLASS OF 1988**  
**FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY**  
**Contributions of $10,000+**  
Michael Adamski  

**ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB**  
**Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999**  
Keith Mayer  
Thomas Smyth III  

**CLASS OF 1989**  
**FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY**  
**Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999**  
Lawrence Berran  

**PRESIDENT’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499**  
John Ginter  
Matthew Melinson  
Michael Sicilia  

**PRINCIPAL’S CLUB**  
**Contributions of $500 - $999**  
Michael Curran  

**CRUSADER CLUB**  
**Contributions of $100 - $499**  
Edward Campbell  
Lawrence Dalesandro  
Michael Ebner Jr.  
Peter Flicker  
Ronald Gonzalez  
John Green  
Matthew Hasson  
Paul Jones  
Stephen McAnena  
John McGovern Esq.  
Frank Zwiercan  

**RED & BLUE CLUB**  
**Contributions of $1 - $99**  
Robert Burke  
George Dillon  
David Hayburn  
Martin Mansfield III  
Christian Posey  
Stephen Prendergast  
Edward Smith
CLASS OF 1990
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Robert Black
Brian Quinn

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Kenneth White

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Christopher Brady
Shawn Carlin
Michael Eroh
Dennis Giorno
Daniel Kane
Shaun McDevitt
Patrick McGuinness
Thomas McKenna
George Smith

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Brother Daniel Wisniewski OSFS
Joseph Sweeney
Patrick McDonnell
Michael McCollum
William Johnstone
Matthew Holm
Scott Henderson
Matthew Helm
William Johnstone
Michael McCollum
Patrick McDonnell
Joseph Sweeney

CLASS OF 1991
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
John Schmitt III

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Joseph Harmon
Scott Henderson
Matthew Holm
William Johnstone
Michael McCollum
Patrick McDonnell
Joseph Sweeney
Brother Daniel Wisniewski OSFS

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
John Brady
Jason Budd
Brian Carr
Michael Fitzgerald
William Foley III
Jeffrey Kelly
David Murphy
Charles Warner

CLASS OF 1992
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Craig Murray

PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Jeffrey Mlynarski

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Michael Fitzgerald
Charles Carson

CLASS OF 1993
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Roger Falloon Jr.

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Matthew Egan
Anthony Mazzeo MD
James Morace Jr.
Collin Walsh

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Brian Bittner
Dennis Bonner
Robert Hassel
Matthew McCollum
Robert Pacan Jr.

CLASS OF 1994
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Joseph Cannon

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Michael Starinic

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Robert Anderson
Mark Bennis
Edward Brun
Patrick Caulden
Michael Gatti
Michael Johnstone
Edward Mahon
James O’Connell
Christopher Perks
Gregory Scrucci
Anthony Stearn

CLASS OF 1995
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Daniel Blaney
Lawrence Flagler
Michael Flanagan
Daniel Jefferys

CLASS OF 1996
FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
William Mandia Esq.

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Dr. Robert Buber MD
Paul Danific
John Durkin
Daniel Dwyer
Daniel Klein
Christopher Rotella

FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
William Aichroth Jr.
Michael Bannan
Gavin Black
Kevin Grugan
John Henfey
Kevin Kots
Kevin McBride
Vincent Moffatt
Julius Palfy
Thomas Quinn
Vincent Rotondi
Daniel Skala Jr.
John Tomaselli

CLASS OF 1997
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Donald Jones
Shawn Kilcoyne

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Damien Golden
Charles Hanna

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Kevin Barry
Edmond Bowers
Joseph Canty
Sean Patrick Corcoran
Donald Jones
Ryan Kilkenny
Kevin McGerry
Jason Stearn

CLASS OF 1998
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Class of 1998 Reunion
James McKenna III

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Kieran Dunleavy
Richard Fleming
Jeffrey George
James Gilboye Jr.
Joseph Hallman
Brian Kabsios
J. Patrick McDonnell
James Murphy
Joseph Murray Jr.
Antonio Ruano
Daniel Schuster Jr.
Michael Smith
Joseph Tye
Patrick Young

CLASS OF 1999
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
James Beaver
Brian Fox
Brian Higgens
Kevin Huckel
George Maynes
Michael Pidhirsky

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Matthew Barry
Kevin Gaitens
John Kilty
Eric Kurtz
Eric Pesce
John Ryan IV
William Schmid Jr.
David Smith

CLASS OF 2000
FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
Daniel Kilcoyne

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Raymond Buber Jr.

CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Sean Kilcoyne

RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Kevin Carroll
William Christie III
Robert Citrino
Timothy Durkin
Kevin Hanlon
David Homsher
Sean McCloskey
Brian McGinley
Timothy Sykes
CLASS OF 2001
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Justin Irlrich
Donald McGettigan
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Steven Britt
Matthew Costello
Michael Fee
Mark Murphy
Bryan Thomas
Rodger Whalen

CLASS OF 2002
PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Matthew Henfey
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Michael Bottaro
Richard Burns
John Gaynor
Thomas Lynch Jr.
Thomas Presser
Jeffrey Prigge
Michael Schoeniger
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
John Bowes Jr.
Anthony Coco
Joshua Link
Matthew Morrone
Ryan Nase
Kevin Pierce

CLASS OF 2003
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Rev. Robert Ianelli Jr.
Mark McShea
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
James Glowienka
Joseph Haviland
Thomas Johnson
Daniel Leonard
Matthew Mokan
Michael Nahill
Stephen Toroni
Michael Westerfer

CLASS OF 2004
PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
James Emme
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Kevin McLeish
Matthew Uliasz
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Kevin Calvert
Sean Everitt
Andrew Flanagan

CLASS OF 2005
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Brian Drissel
Patrick Taylor
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Francis Gana
Graham Smialowski
Joseph Van Buskirk

CLASS OF 2006
PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Michael McKnight
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Timothy Gallagher
Christopher Ward
Kyle Wherry
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Matthew Bateman
Timothy Dooley
Anthony Foster
Matthew Good
Brendan Kenny
Kevin Madeja

CLASS OF 2007
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Joseph Grimes
James McCarthy
Douglas Ulrich
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Daniel Bontempo
Angelo Ditiri
Michael Ierano
Gabriel Mairone
Joseph Moskal
Timothy O’Driscoll
Charles O’Neill
Matthew Sandford

CLASS OF 2008
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Nicholas Barretta
Class of 2008 Reunion
Dennis Harte
Joseph Zelez
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Thomas Carey
Colin Hartley
James King
William King
Michael Lloyd
Christopher Mallard

CLASS OF 2009
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Anthony DeRose
Michael McDonnell
Christopher Tranchitella
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Robert Fleming
Francis Hennessy Jr.
Cyril John
Gregory Johnson
James Kilty
Kevin Ozimkiewicz

CLASS OF 2010
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Sean Murphy
Derek Thomas
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Kevin Branigan
John Cassidy
Thomas Kite
Anthony Lurigne
Michael Tori
James Trainor

CLASS OF 2011
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Carmen Esposito
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Brian Kelly
James Long

CLASS OF 2012
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Paul Leszczyszyn
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Robert Mallard
Michael Prendergast

CLASS OF 2013
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Anthony Ayling
John Carley
Liam Heisler
Vincent Lugrine
Nicholas Martinez

CLASS OF 2014
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Matthew Sinclair
Max Pascavitch
Joseph Lynch
Rosario Lomanno

CLASS OF 2015
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Paul Leszczyszyn
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Tristyn Hoffman
Christian Madeja

BUSINESSES, PROFESSIONALS & FRIENDS
FATHER THOMAS JUDGE SOCIETY
Contributions of $10,000+
NorthMarq Advisors, LLC
Don Lonergan
St. Clair CPA Solutions
FATHER LOUIS BRISSON SOCIETY
Contributions of $5,000 - $9,999
JJ White, Inc.
Karen Daley Scheiblein
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CLUB
Contributions of $2,500 - $4,999
John Oyler & Gail Faulkner
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
Contributions of $1,000 - $2,499
Dean & Susan Abshire
Father Judge Alumni Track Club
Paul Hordros
Edward & Patricia King
State Farm - Joseph Ems Insurance Agency, Inc.
United Way of Greater Philadelphia & SNJ
PRINCIPAL’S CLUB
Contributions of $500 - $999
Jane Bartelme
Carr & DuF, Inc.
Michael Fienman
Fred & Carol Logan
Robin Nolan
Jennifer Raines
CRUSADER CLUB
Contributions of $100 - $499
Diane Ables
AmazonSmile Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
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BSI Construction, LLC
Frank Cahill
Eileen Campbell
Jim Cassidy
Marcia Cassidy
Teresa Cassidy-Lon
Christ The King School
Joy Curry
Evan Del Duke
District Council 21
John Dunlop
Rosemary Ezzo
Michael Fiocco
Mary Gregory
Michael & Maryann Guay
Brooke Hauer
Marie Kodluk
LAOH #39
Ted Lebow
Christine Lemmo
Kathleen McAnaney
Patricia & Regina McGinley
Robert McKaig
OneHope Foundation
Paddy Whacks Irish Pub
Rudi Pharmacy Inc.
Jeanne Sauer
Lynn & Marge Solt
St. Basil Academy
David & Linda Willis
RED & BLUE CLUB
Contributions of $1 - $99
Diane Allendorf
Donna Arnold
Rosemary Asaro
Donna Balara
Elizabeth Bauer
Kristen Beisel
Anne Marie Bertoline
William & Grace Bevan
William Bevan '88
Anne Marie Bertoline
Elizabeth Bauer
Joseph Ashdale '74
Diane Abeles
Joseph Ashdale '74
Elizabeth Bauer
Anne Marie Bertoline
William Bevan '88
William & Grace Bevan
Eileen Boetefuer
BSI Construction, LLC
Frank Cahill
Kathleen Finnegan
Jamie Fiorentino
Ann Foley
J. Joseph Gable
Maria Gabor
Susan Galiczynski
William Galiczynski
Carol Gana
Sandra Gartland
Lori Giampaolo
Jane Glynn
George & Dolores Greeby
Charles Greenberg
Jennifer Haken-Lafy
James & Ethel Hall
Sr. Madeleine Jude Hamilton
Morgan Hancock
Jean Hanlon
Teresa Hartley
Linda Hartigan
Lawrence Hartman
James Henes
Stephanie Hoster
William Horoschak
Nancy Hoyt
Helen Hughes
Linda Janelli
George & Jane Illicher
Megan Ireland
Donna Jennings
Jennifer Jeter
Jane Johnston
Miller Karl
Patricia Kelly
Carol Kirwin
Annette Kohen
Jennifer Konen
Kula Foundation
Patricia Kwisz
Nancy Laquintano
Lisa Leone
Joseph LoCarro
Cynthia Mallen
Margaret Mark
Lori Marko
Chris Martin
Michael McDevitt
McMenamin Family ShopRite
Ryan Meyer
Lillian Meyers
Dennis & Margaret Mooney
Estate of Mr. John Mulholland
Mary Beth O'Callaghan
Bill O'Shea
Sheri Patterson
Jennifer Reczka
Marybeth Rehr
James Roche
Matthew Ruppe
Daniel Scavozi
Kathryn Scott
Jacqueline Senior
Monica Shaw
Alicia Shields
Kathleen Simons
Frances & Anne Skyndzielewski
John & Marie Smith
Marie Smith
Adam Spector
Marilyn Stein
Father Judge Sunshine Club
Marguerite Sweeney
Joan Tanghe
Juliane Teson
William Tobin
Todontyes Creative Media, LLC
Carl & Irene Tori
Alyssa Townsend
Rosemary Trost
Jean Troy
Tryst
Stanley Trzaska
Salvatore & Patricia Tucci
Christine Walker
Joseph & Elizabeth Walton
Kathleen Whalen
Matthew Whitworth
John Zanczuk

DONATIONS
“IN MEMORY OF”
“IN HONOR OF”
Michael Accetta IV '21
Michael Accetta '60
James Armstrong
Lawrence Phillyaw '64
Joe Arnold '17 & Blaise Arnold '19
Donna Arnold
Andy Bain ‘93
Michael McCollum ‘91
Gene Barr ‘58
James McGinnis ‘59
Michael Bauer ‘02
John Gaynor ‘02
John Beck ‘64
Charles Barreras ‘82
Fran Beck ‘78
Thomas Beck ‘80
Joe Belinsky Sr.
Joseph Belinsky ‘64
Joe Beltye ‘86
Christopher Creelman ‘86
John Bense
Edward Hagan ‘63
Mark & Tim Berkelbach
George Berkelbach ‘67
Michael Beukers ‘00
Michael Beukers ‘74
Joseph Boback ‘65
John Boback ‘72
Coach Bill Brannau
Gary Lehman ‘65
William Brown ‘57
Karen Daley Scheiblein
Chalie Bushbeck Sr.
Helen Hughes
Mary Campellone
Diane Abeles
Joseph Ashdale ‘74
Elizabeth Bauer
Anne Marie Bertoline
William Bevan ‘88
William & Grace Bevan
Eileen Boetefuer
BSI Construction, LLC
Frank Cahill
Anthony Campanela
Carr & Duff, Inc.
Jeffrey Coffin
Thomas & Karen Connor
Edward Costello ‘66

Helen Coyne
District Council 21
Maureen Dwyer
James & Jennett Feldmayer
Michael Fiocco
Carol Gana
Lori Giampaolo
George & Dolores Greeby
Louis Guarrieri ‘71
Michael & Maryann Guay
Madeleine Jude Hamilton
Teresa Harter
James Henes
Joseph Hondoos ‘83
Paul Hondoos
William Horoschak
Charles Huckel ‘66
Linda Janelli
Kevin Kilkenny ‘70
Edward & Patricia King
Annette Kohen
John Krol ‘73
Michael Kunz ‘61
Cynthia Mallen
Patrick & Regina McGinley
Marybeth Rehr
Charles Seravalli ‘66
Frances & Anne Skyndzielewski
Marie Smith ‘05
Michael Smith ‘69
Lynn & Marge Solt
St. Basil Academy
William St. Clair ‘75
Father Judge Sunshine Club
Juliane Teson
Carl & Irene Tori
Salvatore & Patricia Tucci
Joseph & Elizabeth Walton
Vince Carpinco ‘94
Mark Bennis ‘94
Michael Carpinco ‘66
Thomas Smith ‘68
Joseph Cassidy ‘18
Jim & Marcia Cassidy
Timothy Childs ‘15 & Liam Childs ‘21
Jessica Childs
Class of 1960
Paul Hedgepeth ‘60
Class of 1972
William Carolan ‘72
William & Margaret Cleary
William Cleary ‘60
Carol Confair
James Confair ‘78
Anne Conner
Nancy Hoyt
Ted Lebow
Kathleen Simons
Bob Connolly ‘65
William Kennedy ‘70
James Connors ‘82
Joseph Wojnar ‘82
Vincenzo & Vincenzo Costanzo
Michael Hughes ‘77
Joseph Curry ‘57
Joy Curry
Jack Custer
William Keweshan ‘62
TUITION ASSISTANCE

Thanks to the Educational Improvement Tax Credit (EITC) and Opportunity Scholarship Tax Credit (OSTC) programs in Pennsylvania as well as the generosity of various alumni, individual and family donors, corporations, foundations and non-profit institutions, we are able to provide significant financial assistance to our most deserving students. Without such support as need-based tuition assistance and merit scholarships, some of our families would simply not be able to afford a Father Judge education for their sons.

EITC AND OSTC CONTRIBUTING COMPANIES / INDIVIDUALS

$629,766

Michael Adams ’74
Michael Adamski ’88
Lawrence Berran ’89
Brian Dulin ’85
Elliott-Lewis
Bill Sautter ’63
Enterprise Holdings
Bobby Keys’ 81
Fidelio Insurance Company
Mario Mele
Daniel Fitzpatrick ’81
Joseph Fluhr ’57
John Geverd ’63
Greenwood Gaming & Entertainment
Anthony Ricci ’73
GTPHL, LLC
Matthew Melinson ’89
Michael Hammond ’70
James J. Anderson Construction
Jim Anderson ’68
Dennis Johnson ’68
Legacy Advisors
John Krol ’73
Vincent Lowry ’69
Maguire Foundation
Megan Maguire Nicoletti
Malady & Wooten LLP
Dennis Giorno ’90
Gerald Manna ’60
Steve Marinucci ’66
Mini Melts of America
Shawn Kilcoyne ’97 & Dan Kilcoyne ’00
William Mitchell ’59
Charles Murray ’76
PA Partners for Education

Penn Jersey Paper
Donald Salmon ’72
Seravali, Inc.
Charles Seravali ’66
Streamline Payroll, LLC
Brian Tierney ’78
Torresdale Flowers
Antoinette Montgomery
Waste Management

$2,550

Harry Dumas ’70
John Dunlop
William Keweshan ’62
Thomas Marcinek ’79
Robert Ream ’87
James Sutliff ’73

$993,757

Addario Family Scholarship
Ancient Order of Hibernians Division 39
Ancient Order of Hibernians Division 61
Andrew Bain Memorial Scholarship Fund
Annenberg Grant
Antonio & Teresa Altomari Memorial Scholarship
Archbishop Grant
Association of Catholic Teachers
Bennett Endowment
Bridges to Education, Inc.
Caplan Fund
Catholic Daughters of the Americas - CEO America
Connelly Achievement Scholarship
Daniel Sweeney Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dave Kapral Memorial Fund
denise Delaney Scholarship Fund
Edward A. Peters Memorial Scholarship
Edward Hamill Scholarship
Estate of Joseph Boyer NECHS ’41
James Boyer ’84
Father Michael Heim Fund
Gerner Family Scholarship
Haley Endowment
HCT Endowment
Inn Dwelling, Inc. Of Northeast Philadelphia
Jack Brett Memorial Scholarship
James J. Clement Scholarship Award

15th Annual Taste of Northeast Philly

The 15th Annual Taste of Northeast Philly hosted more than 800 alumni, friends, parents and neighbors enjoyed a night of entertainment and, most importantly, a “taste” of great food provided by local bars, restaurants, pubs, caterers, delis and bakeries. As usual, it was a great night for networking, socializing and supporting Father Judge High School.

$17,750

The 15th Annual Taste of Northeast Philly

October 21, 2017

EVENTS

A TASTE OF NORTHEAST PHILLY

The 15th Annual Taste of Northeast Philly hosted more than 800 alumni, friends, parents and neighbors enjoyed a night of entertainment and, most importantly, a “taste” of great food provided by local bars, restaurants, pubs, caterers, delis and bakeries. As usual, it was a great night for networking, socializing and supporting Father Judge High School.

Mark Adelsberger ’80
Al’s Corner Deli
Ashburner Inn
Carabba’s
Chickie’s & Pete’s
Crown Deli
DNH Catering
Derick Vogelman ’85
Domenico’s Formal Wear
Dress Up Time
Factory Donuts
Gino’s Italian Restaurant
Grey Lodge Pub
Mike Scotese ’83
Linden Italian Market
Maggie’s Waterfront Café
Kevin Goodchild ’87
Marinucci’s Deli
Chris Klos ’97
McCafferty Funeral & Cremation, Inc.
Mark McCaffery ’90
Mission BBQ
Nazareth Academy High School
Nifty Fifty’s
Paddy Whacks
Joe Affet ’92, Casey Jones ’92,
Matt Jones ’95 & DJ Jones ’97
Penn Beer Sales & Services
Derek Talley ’02
St. Hubert High School
State Farm Insurance
Joe Ems
Sweet Delights
Sweet Lucy’s Smokehouse
The Blue Duck
Kris Serviss ’03 & Joe Callahan ’03
The Dining Car
Three Monkeys
Ed McDonald ’87, Mike
McDonald ’91 & Gavin Wolfe
Tony’s Famous Tomato Pies
Torresdale Flowers
Al Altomari ’77
Arch Management Company, LLC
Rich ‘70, Steve ‘75, Dave ’78, Jim ’79

Al Altomari ’77
Arch Management Company, LLC
Sam King ’66
Blue Cross Broad Street Run
Leo Dignam ’77
Boulevard Mortgage Company of PA
Mark Adelsberger ’80
Anthony Bradley
Burns Family Funeral Homes
Gerard Burns ’68
Lou Busico, Esq. ’81
Bustleton Services Inc.

Carr & Duff, Inc.
Cescaphe Event Group
Carr & Duff, Inc.

Bustleton Services Inc.
Anthony Bradley
Burns Family Funeral Homes
Gerard Burns ’68
Lou Busico, Esq. ’81
Bustleton Services Inc.

Carr & Duff, Inc.
Cescaphe Event Group
Carr & Duff, Inc.

Bustleton Services Inc.
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Burns Family Funeral Homes
Gerard Burns ’68
Lou Busico, Esq. ’81
Bustleton Services Inc.

Carr & Duff, Inc.
Cescaphe Event Group
Carr & Duff, Inc.
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Gerard Burns ’68
Lou Busico, Esq. ’81
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Carr & Duff, Inc.
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Gerard Burns ’68
Lou Busico, Esq. ’81
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UPCOMING EVENTS

ALUMNI TURKEYFEST HAPPY HOUR
Wednesday, November 21, 2018

TURKEY BOWL
@ LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
Thursday, November 22, 2018

CLASS OF 1993 – 25TH REUNION
Saturday, November 24, 2018

CLASS OF 1978 – 40TH REUNION
Saturday, December 1, 2018

CLASS OF 2009 – 10TH REUNION
Saturday, March 2, 2019

CLASS OF 1999 – 20TH REUNION
Saturday, April 6, 2019

HUCK N DUCK GOLF OUTING
@ PHILMONT C.C.
Monday, April 22, 2019

CLASS OF 1969 – 50TH REUNION
Saturday, April 27, 2019

HALL OF FAME @ VIE
Wednesday, May 8, 2019